
Overview
Financial crime is on the rise globally. The Nilson Report1 predicts that 
merchants, card issuers, and merchant acquirers will face losses of around 
$36.13 billion due to fraud across the world by 2023. Around $12.5 billion 
in losses are expected to come from the U.S. alone by 2025.

Arden can help identify and prevent fraud 
attacks, keeping your business safe.

Enumeration (Most commonly used merchant level fraud): The criminal practice of 
submitting fraudulent card not present transactions into the payments ecosystem in order 
to obtain valid payment information.

• We easily integrate with your processor to ingest your real-time transaction data – 
minimal work needed on your end

•  Real-time insights dashboard to give you an at-a-glance view of the risk 
exposure of your program and your team’s management of said items

•  Rules engine that applies standard rules, as well as learnings and insights 
gained from our client data consortium, to identify fraudulent transactions

•  Together we can set new rules customized to your business needs - no coding 
work needed

•  Set up email alerts to notify your team of fraudulent activity in real-time
•  Allow known, trusted merchants (aka Netflix, Apple) to avoid false positives
•  Block merchants and stop fraudsters from executing further transactions 

(automatically or on demand)
•  Arden is fully PCI certified

Key features:

1. 2020 Nilson Report - https://nilsonreport.com/upload/content_promo/1187_9123.pdf 
* Number based on existing client case study

• 95% reduction -- Our clients observe a 95% reduction in fraud* 

• 5M authorizations -- Over 5 million authorizations scanned using Arden

• 100% attacks stopped --  Arden, once activated, prevents all enumeration attempts*

Are you ready for your next fraud attack? Arden is.
Try Arden risk free!  We offer a 60-day trial for you to see for yourself how Arden 
can help your business. Email sales at sales@getarden.com

It’s extremely difficult to proactively prevent fraud attacks. Fraudsters have learned how to circumvent many 
transaction monitoring systems by working within specific constraints that disguise their extremely suspicious 
behavior. Many off-the-shelf fraud monitoring tools are static, outdated, and not properly calibrated to a 
business’ unique risks, so they aren’t able to keep up with the fraudster’s changing tactics.

Arden can help your team stop account enumeration attacks faster and more effectively. Our unique merchant-
level view of your entire card program utilizes a rules-engine and client data consortium to bring objective 
insights and actionable recommendations to the transaction monitoring process, allowing your team to stop 
fraudulent attacks early and protect your most at-risk cardholders.


